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Abstract—Effective monitoring of network utilization and performance
indicators is a key enabling technology for proactive and reactive re-
source management, flexible accounting, and intelligent planning in next-
generation IP networks. In this paper, we address the challenging problem
of efficiently monitoring bandwidth utilization and path latencies in an IP
data network. Unlike earlier approaches, our measurement architecture
assumes a single point-of-control in the network (corresponding to the Net-
work Operations Center) that is responsible for gathering bandwidth and
latency information using widely-deployed management tools, like SNMP,
RMON/NetFlow, and explicitly-routed IP probe packets. Our goal is to
identify effective techniques for monitoring (a) bandwidth usage for a given
set of links or packet flows, and (b) path latencies for a given set of paths,
while minimizing the overhead imposed by the management tools on the un-
derlying production network. We demonstrate that minimizing overheads
under our measurement model gives rise to new combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems, most of which prove to be

���
-hard. We also propose novel

approximation algorithms for these optimization problems and prove guar-
anteed upper bounds on their worst-case performance. Our simulation re-
sults validate our approach, demonstrating the effectiveness of our novel
monitoring algorithms over a wide range of network topologies.

I. INTRODUCTION�
HE explosive growth in Internet and intranet deployment
for a constantly growing variety of applications has created

a massive increase in demand for bandwidth, performance, pre-
dictable Quality of Service (QoS), and differentiated network
services. Simultaneously, the need has emerged for measure-
ment technology that will support this growth by providing IP
network managers with effective tools for monitoring network
utilization and performance. Bandwidth and latency are clearly
the two key performance parameters and utilization indicators
for any modern IP network. Knowledge of the up-to-date band-
width utilizations and path latencies is critical for numerous im-
portant network management tasks, including application and
user profiling, proactive and reactive resource management and
traffic engineering, as well as providing and verifying QoS guar-
antees for end-user applications.

Indeed, these observations have led to a recent flurry of both
research and industrial activity in the area of developing novel
tools and infrastructures for measuring network bandwidth and
latency parameters. Examples include SNMP and RMON mea-
surement probes [1], Cisco’s NetFlow tools [2], the IDMaps [3],
[4] and Network Distance Maps [5] efforts for measuring end-
to-end network latencies, the pathchar tool for estimating In-
ternet link characteristics [6], [7], and packet-pair algorithms
for measuring link bandwidth [8], [9]. A crucial requirement
for such monitoring tools is that they be deployed in an intelli-
gent manner in order to avoid placing undue strain on the shared
resources of the production network.

As an example, Cisco’s NetFlow measurement tool al-
lows NetFlow-enabled routers to collect detailed traffic data
on packet flows between source-destination node pairs [2].
NetFlow-enabled routers can generate large volumes of export
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data due to the size and distributed nature of large data net-
works, the granularity of the recorded flow data, and the rapid
data traffic growth. The key mechanism for enhancing NetFlow
data volume manageability is the careful planning of NetFlow
deployment. Cisco suggests that NetFlow be deployed incre-
mentally (i.e., interface by interface) and strategically (i.e., on
carefully-chosen routers), instead of being widely deployed on
every router in the network [2]. Cisco domain experts can work
with customers to determine such “key” routers and interfaces
for NetFlow deployment based on the customers’ traffic flow
patterns and network topology and architecture [2]. Similar ob-
servations hold for the deployment of SNMP agents [1], since
processing SNMP queries can adversely impact router perfor-
mance and SNMP data transfers can result in significant vol-
umes of additional network traffic. In particular, as modern
Network Management Systems (NMS) shift their focus toward
service- and application-level management, the network moni-
toring process requires more data to be collected and at much
higher frequencies. In such scenarios, the SNMP-polling fre-
quency needs to be high enough not to miss relevant changes or
degradations in application behavior or service availability [10].
(In fact, even for failure monitoring, Stallings [1] suggests that
short polling intervals are often required in order for the NMS
to be responsive to problems in the network.) When such high
SNMP-polling frequencies are prescribed, the overhead that a
polled SNMP agent imposes on the underlying router can be
significant and can adversely impact the router’s throughput.
Further, the problem is only exacerbated for mid- to low-end
routers (e.g., that implement large parts of their routing function-
ality in software). As an example, our experiments with a Cisco
4000-series router on our local network showed the throughput
of the router to drop as much as ���
	����� during a polling cycle
(where repeated getnext queries are issued to gather link uti-
lization data). Obviously, polling such a router at reasonably
high frequencies can severely impact its performance. Also,
note that the network bandwidth consumed by such frequent
SNMP polling for detailed router/application/service monitor-
ing can be significant, primarily due to the large number of
polling messages that need to traverse the network from/to the
NMS to/from the polled routers. In fact, this is the main motiva-
tion behind work on distributed polling engines (e.g., [11]) and
more recent proposals on “batching” SNMP-polling messages
[10] and more effective SNMP-polling primitives [12].

As another motivating example, the IDMaps [3], [4] and Net-
work Distance Maps [5] efforts aim to produce “latency maps”
of the Internet by introducing measurement servers/tracers that
continuously probe each other to determine their distance. In
order to make their approach scale in terms of both the stor-
age requirement and the extra probing load imposed on the net-
work, both approaches suggest techniques for pruning the dis-
tance map based on heuristic observations [3], graph-theoretic
ideas like � -spanners [4], or hierarchical clustering of the mea-



surement servers [5]. Minimizing monitoring overheads is also
critical in order to avoid “Heisenberg effects”, in which the ad-
ditional traffic imposed by the network monitors perturbs the
network’s performance metrics and biases the resulting analysis
in unpredictable ways [13].

In this paper, we address the challenging problem of effi-
ciently monitoring bandwidth utilization and path latencies in
an IP data network. Earlier proposals for measuring network
utilization characteristics typically assume that the measurement
instrumentation can be either (a) intelligently distributed at dif-
ferent points in the underlying network [3], [4], [5] or (b) placed
at the endpoints (source and/or destination node) of the end-to-
end path whose characteristics are of interest [6], [7], [8], [9].
In contrast, the monitoring algorithms proposed in this paper
assume a much more common and, we believe, realistic mea-
surement model in which a single, predefined point in the net-
work (corresponding to the Network Operations Center (NOC))
is responsible for actively gathering bandwidth and latency in-
formation from network elements. Thus, rather than requiring
the distribution of specialized instrumentation software and/or
hardware (which can be cumbersome and expensive to deploy
and manage) inside the production network, our algorithms en-
able a network administrator to efficiently monitor utilization
statistics from a single point-of-control. More specifically, we
propose effective, low-overhead strategies for collecting the fol-
lowing utilization statistics as a function of time:
1. Bandwidth usage for a given (sub)set of (a) links, and (b)
aggregate packet flows between ingress-egress routers in the
network. Link-bandwidth utilization information is obviously
critical for a number of network management tasks, such as
identifying and relieving congestion points in the network.
Flow-bandwidth usage, on the other hand, provides bandwidth-
utilization data at a finer granularity which can be invaluable,
e.g., for usage-based customer billing and Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA) verification.
2. Path latencies for a given (sub)set of (possibly overlapping)
source-destination paths in the network. Once again, knowl-
edge of the delays that packets experience along certain routes
is important, e.g., in determining effective communication paths
for applications with low-latency QoS requirements or dynami-
cally routing the clients of a replicated service to their “closest”
replica [3].
Our statistics collection methodology is based on exploiting
existing, widely-deployed software tools for managing IP net-
works, like SNMP and RMON/NetFlow agents [1], [2] and
explicitly-routed IP probe packets [14]. The target applica-
tion domain for our monitoring strategies is large ISP networks,
comprising hundreds of routers and several thousand network
links. Such large ISP installations are typically characterized by
high resource-utilization levels, which means that scalable mon-
itoring strategies that minimize the impact of collecting utiliza-
tion information on the underlying network are of the essence.
This is especially true since this information needs to be col-
lected periodically (e.g., every fifteen minutes) in order to con-
tinuously monitor the state and evolution of the network. The
main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows.� Novel Algorithms for Efficiently Monitoring Link and
Flow Bandwidth Utilization. We demonstrate that the prob-
lem of collecting link-bandwidth utilization information from
an underlying network while minimizing the required number

of SNMP probes gives rise to a novel, ��� -hard generalization
of the traditional Vertex Cover (VC) problem [15], termed Weak
VC. Abstractly, Weak VC is a VC problem enriched with a lin-
ear system of equations for edge variables representing addi-
tional “knowledge” that can be used to reduce the size of the
cover. We propose a new, polynomial-time heuristic algorithm
for Weak VC that is provably near-optimal (with a logarithmic
worst-case performance bound). Furthermore, we show that our
heuristic is in fact very general and can be adapted to guarantee
logarithmic approximation bounds for other ��� -hard problems
that arise in efficient bandwidth monitoring, including the prob-
lem of minimizing the RMON/NetFlow overhead for collecting
flow-bandwidth usage information from the network.� Novel Algorithms for Efficiently Monitoring Path Laten-
cies. We develop flexible techniques that are based on transmit-
ting explicitly-routed IP probe packets from the NOC to accu-
rately measure the latency of an arbitrary set of network paths.
By allowing IP probes to be shared among the various paths, our
probing techniques enable efficient measurement of their laten-
cies. We prove that the problem of computing the (optimal) set
of probes for measuring the latency of a set of paths that im-
poses minimum load on network links is ��� -hard. Fortunately,
we are able to demonstrate that our optimal probe computation
problem can be mapped to the well-known Facility Location
Problem (FLP), which allows us to use the polynomial-time ap-
proximation algorithm of Hochbaum [16] to obtain a provably
near-optimal set of IP probes.� Simulation Results Validating our Monitoring Strategies.
In order to gauge the effectiveness of our monitoring algorithms,
we have conducted a series of simulation experiments on a broad
range of network graphs generated using the Waxman topol-
ogy model [17]. For link-bandwidth measurements, we find
that, compared to a naive approach based on simple VC, our
Weak VC-based heuristic results in reductions as high as 57%
in the number of SNMP-agent activations. Our experiences with
latency measurements are similar, showing that, compared to
naive probing strategies, our FLP-based heuristic returns sets of
probes that, in several cases, traverse 20% fewer network links.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces our system model and the notational conven-
tions used in the paper. The two optimization problems that we
address in this paper are presented in Section III and Section IV,
respectively, for the the link/flow bandwidth measurement prob-
lem and the path latency measurement problem. In Section V,
we present simulation results to validate our proposed approach.
Finally, we present our conclusions in Section VI. Due to space
constraints, proofs of theoretical results can be found in the full
version of this paper [18].

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

Our abstract model of a data network is an undirected graph��������� �"!
, where

���$#�%'&(�)%+*+�-,.,-,.�)%+/10
denotes the set of net-

work nodes (i.e., routers) and
�2�3#54�&(�645*(�.,-,.,-�645780

represents
the set of edges (i.e., physical links) connecting the routers. We
let 9 �;: ��:

and < �=: ��:
denote the number of

�
’s nodes and

edges, respectively, We also use > 4-?@�A%B! to denote the degree
(i.e., total number of incident edges) of node

%DCE�
. The loca-

tion of the Network Operations Center (NOC) is denoted by the
“special” node

%+F
where, without loss of generality, we assume

that
% F�GCD�

. Further, for a node
%�H�CI�

, we denote the shortest



path (in terms of the number of links) from
%�F

to
% H

by J H . Also,
for paths K H � KML , : K H : is the number of links in K H and K HMN KOL is the
path resulting from the concatenation of K H and KOL . Finally, given
an edge

45H
in

�
, PRQ �S45H�!

stands for the bandwidth utilization at
the corresponding link of the network. Table I summarizes the
notation used throughout the paper with a brief description of
its semantics. We provide detailed definitions of some of these
parameters in the text. Additional notation will be introduced
when necessary.

Symbol SemanticsTVUXWZY\[^]`_
Network grapha UEb Ycb

, d Ueb ]fb
Number of nodes/edges in

Tgih [ gkj [mlml6l Generic nodes/routers in the network graph
Tn h [ n^j [6lmlml Generic edges/links in the network graph

To+h [ o.j [)l)lml Generic paths in the network graph
Tp h Shortest path from giq to gihb o+h b Number of links in path o�ho+hMrAo.j Concatenation of paths o�h and o.js U � t1u [ tOv [)l)lml � Set of traffic flows in the networksxw

Set of traffic flows routed through router g in
Tsxy

Set of traffic flows routed through link n in
Tz^{|W n _ Bandwidth utilization for network link nz^{|W t _

Bandwidth utilization for traffic flow t
TABLE I

NOTATION.

For our bandwidth-monitoring schemes that make use of flow
information, we assume that all data traffic in the monitored net-
work is distributed among a set of packet flows } ; that is, every
data packet routed in

�
belongs to some flow ~ H C } . Each

such flow ~ H
is essentially a directed path from a source/ingress

router to a destination/egress router in
�

. Note that, for a given
pair of ingress-egress nodes, there may be multiple packet flows
between them. Intuitively, each flow represents the aggregate
traffic involving a set of source-destination IP address pairs.
Edge ingress/egress routers typically serve a wide range of IP
addresses and traffic between different source/destination ad-
dresses may be split at the network’s edge routers along mul-
tiple flows, e.g., for traffic engineering or accounting purposes.
We let }f� ( }�� ) denote the set of packet flows routed through
router

%
(resp., link

4
) in

�
. We also use PRQ � ~ H !

to denote the
bandwidth usage of flow ~ H C } in

�
.

III. MONITORING LINK AND FLOW BANDWIDTH

An IP router is typically managed by activating an SNMP
agent on that router. Over time, the SNMP agent collects vari-
ous operational statistics for the router which are stored in the
router’s SNMP Management Information Base (MIB) and can
be dispatched (on demand or periodically) to the NOC site [1].
SNMP MIBs store detailed information on the total number of
bytes received or transmitted on each interface of an SNMP-
enabled network element. Thus, periodically querying router
SNMP MIBs provides us with a straightforward method of
observing link-bandwidth usage in the underlying IP network.
More specifically, assume that, using SNMP, we periodically
download the total number of bytes received ( P-� �)�^� ) and bytes
transmitted ( Pi��� � /'� ) on a given router interface every � units of
time. The average bandwidth usage for the incoming (outgoing)
link attached to that interface over the measurement interval �
is then Pi�R�m�^�(�5� (resp., PR���R� /�� �(� ). A naive, “brute-force” solution
to our link-bandwidth monitoring problem would therefore con-

sist of (1) activating an SNMP agent on every network router
in

�
, and (2) periodically downloading the number of bytes

observed on each interface to the NOC by issuing appropriate
SNMP queries to all routers.

There are two serious problems with such a “brute-force” ap-
proach. First, running an SNMP agent and answering periodic
SNMP queries from the NOC typically has a significant associ-
ated overhead that can adversely impact the performance char-
acteristics of a router. Using such a naive bandwidth-monitoring
strategy means that the routing performance of every router in
the network is affected. Second, periodically downloading
SNMP link-traffic data from every router can result in a sub-
stantial increase in the observed volume of network traffic. We
are therefore interested in finding link-bandwidth monitoring
schemes that minimize the SNMP overhead on the underlying
IP network. More formally, our problem can be stated as fol-
lows.
Problem Statement [Low-Overhead Link-Bandwidth Mon-
itoring]: Given a network

�����S�`�6��!
, determine a mini-

mum subset of nodes ��� �
such that enabling and monitor-

ing SNMP agents on these nodes is sufficient to infer the link-
bandwidth usage for every link of

� 1.
For flow-bandwidth monitoring, RMON [1] or NetFlow

agents [2] can be enabled on routers to measure the num-
ber of data packets shipped through any of the router’s inter-
faces between specific pairs of source-destination IP addresses.
Like SNMP, however, deploying and periodically querying
RMON/NetFlow agents comes at a cost which can substantially
impact the performance of the router and the observed volume
of network traffic. In fact, both these problems are exacerbated
for RMON and NetFlow compared to simple SNMP, since the
measurements are collected and stored at a much finer granular-
ity resulting in much larger volumes of management data. Thus,
monitoring bandwidth usage at the level of packet flows gives
rise to similar overhead-minimization problems.

In this section, we propose novel formulations and algorith-
mic solutions to the problem of low-overhead bandwidth moni-
toring for network links and packet flows.

A. A Vertex Cover Formulation

A simple examination of the naive method of activating
SNMP agents on every network router reveals that it is really an
overkill. Abstractly, to monitor all links in

�
, what is needed is

to select a subset of SNMP-enabled routers such that every link
in

�
is “covered”; that is, there is an SNMP agent running on at

least one of the link’s two endpoints. This is an instance of the
well-known Vertex Cover (VC) problem over the network graph�

[15]. Figure 1(a) depicts an example network graph and the
nodes corresponding to a minimum VC of size 4. Even though
VC is known to be ��� -hard, it is possible to approximate the
optimal VC within a factor of 2 using an � � < !

algorithm based
on determining a maximal matching of

�
[19].

B. Exploiting Knowledge of Router Mechanics and Traffic
Flows: The Weak Vertex Cover Formulation

Using a VC of the network graph
�

to determine the set of
nodes on which to run SNMP agents can obviously result in au Without loss of generality, we assume that all links of

T
are to be monitored.

If only the edges in
]��c��]

are of interest, then
T

is understood to be the
network subgraph spanned by

] �
.
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Fig. 1. (a) Network graph

T
and a minimum VC � U � g u [ g v [ gi� [ gi� � . (b) A

directed version of
T

and a minimum Weak VC � U � g u [ g v�� .

substantial reduction in the number of activated SNMP agents to
monitor link-bandwidth usage in

�
. Nevertheless, it is possible

to do even better by exploiting knowledge of the traffic flows in
the network and the mechanics of packet forwarding. To sim-
plify the exposition, we start by describing our novel problem
formulation and algorithmic solutions assuming a directed net-
work graph model

�
, with the direction of each link capturing

the flow of data packets into or out of each router node. We
then demonstrate how our results can be extended to the more
realistic scenario of an undirected graph model.

B.1 The Weak Vertex Cover Problem for Directed Graphs

Consider a router
%

in the directed network graph
�

and let ���
( ��� ) denote the set of incoming (resp., outgoing) edges incident
to

%
in

�
. The key observation here is that, each such router%

satisfies a flow-conservation law that, simply put, states that
the sum of the traffic flowing into

%
is approximately the same

as the sum of the traffic flowing out of
%
. More formally, the

flow-conservation law for a non-leaf node 2 %
can be stated as

the following equation:�
�m�k���^� PRQ �S4 H ! 	

�
�^������� PRQ

�S4 L !��  , (1)

Note that, in practice, the above flow-conservation equation
holds only approximately, since there can be (a) traffic directed
to/from the router (e.g., OSPF protocol exchanges, manage-
ment traffic, and ARP queries), (b) multicast traffic that is repli-
cated along many output interfaces, and (c) delays and dropped
packets in the router (under certain extreme congestion condi-
tions). We believe, however, that these are infrequent condi-
tions for routers in an ISP network that comprise only a very
small proportion of the overall observed data traffic. Therefore,
given a sufficiently large monitoring period, we expect the flow-
conservation equation at each router to be approximately cor-
rect. Several measurements over backbone routers in Lucent’s
network have corroborated our expectations showing that flow
conservation holds with a relative error that is consistently be-
low 0.05% [18].

The importance of the flow-conservation law for network
monitoring lies in the observation that we no longer need to
ensure that all edges of a router are “covered” by an SNMP
agent: if a router has   links incident on it and the bandwidth
utilization of  V	$� of the links is known, then the bandwidth

v For simplicity, we assume that all links crossing the ISP network boundary
are terminated by distinct leaf nodes in

T
.

utilization of the remaining link can be derived from the flow-
conservation equation for that router. This observation leads to
a novel vertex-covering formulation, termed Weak Vertex Cover.

Definition III.1: [Weak Vertex Cover] Given a directed net-
work graph

�
, we define a set � of nodes to be a Weak Vertex

Cover of G if after initially marking each node in � as covered,
it is possible to mark every node in

�
by iteratively performing

the following two steps: (1) Mark every edge in
�

that is in-
cident on a covered node as covered; and, (2) For any non-leaf
node

%
in

�
, if > 4-?@�A%B! 	e� of the edges incident to

%
are marked

covered, then mark vertex
%

as covered.
Based on the law of flow conservation, it is obvious that ac-

tivating SNMP agents on a Weak VC for
�

is sufficient to de-
rive the bandwidth usage on every link in the network graph.
Thus, given flow conservation at each router of

�
, our efficient

link-bandwidth monitoring problem becomes equivalent to de-
termining a minimum Weak VC for

�
. For example, Figure 1(b)

depicts a directed network
�

and the two nodes corresponding
to a minimum Weak VC of

�
.

Note that every VC of a graph
�

is trivially also a Weak VC of�
, but not necessarily a minimal one. (Figure 1 again provides a

good example.) In fact, there are graphs for which the size of an
optimal VC is arbitrarily larger than that of a Weak VC for the
same graph (consider, for example, a long directed chain). Thus,
exploiting the flow-conservation law can substantially improve
the SNMP-monitoring overhead over a simple VC approach.

To the best of our knowledge, our Weak VC formulation rep-
resents a novel optimization problem that has not been studied
in earlier research on combinatorial or graph algorithms. Unfor-
tunately, as the following theorem shows, it is highly unlikely
that we can find a minimum Weak VC in an efficient manner.

Theorem III.1:Given a directed graph
�

, discovering a mini-
mum Weak VC is ��� -hard.
A Near-Optimal Heuristic for Weak VC. An alternative way
of viewing our Weak VC formulation is as follows. The law
of flow conservation for every (non-leaf) router in

�
provides

us with additional knowledge for the link-bandwidth unknowns
( PRQ �A4 H !

) in the form of a linear system of equations that we can
exploit to determine the values for all PRQ �S4 H !

’s. The problem
then is to determine a minimum subset of nodes ��� �

such
that, when the PiQ �A4 H !

’s incident to all nodes in � are determined,
the linear system of flow-conservation equations can be solved
for all the remaining PRQ �S45H^!

’s. We now present a provably near-
optimal greedy heuristic for Weak VC that is motivated from the
above-stated formulation.

Let ¡ NE¢PRQ � ¢P denote the 9¤£¥< linear system of flow-
conservation equations corresponding to the (non-leaf) nodes in�

(Equation (1)). (Without loss of generality, we assume that9 is the number of non-leaf nodes in
�

.) Note that, initially,¢P � ¢ (i.e., the zero 9 -vector), but this is not necessarily the case
in the later stages of our algorithm where some unknowns may
have been specified by the routers selected in the cover. Also,
let ¦(§�9x  � ¡ !

denote the rank of matrix ¡ , i.e., the number of
linearly independent flow-conservation equations in the system.

Note that, if ¦(§�9x  � ¡ !©¨ < then the linear system of flow-
conservation equations can be directly solved to determine the
values for all unknown link bandwidths PRQ �S4 H !

, which obvi-
ously means that no nodes need to be selected for monitoring.
Otherwise, the minimum required number of link-bandwidth
variables that need to be specified in order to make the flow-



conservation system solvable is exactly <ª	$¦(§�9x  � ¡ !
. Se-

lecting a node
%

to run an SNMP agent, means that all link-
bandwidth variables attached to

%
become known and the flow-

conservation equation for
%

becomes redundant. Thus, the orig-
inal 9e£�< system of flow-conservation equations is reduced to
a

� 9«	�� ! £ � <¬	> 4-?@�A%B!6! system, where > 4-?���%M! is the degree
of node

%
in

�
.

Consider step   of the node-selection process (i.e., after en-
abling SNMP at  ©	¤� selected nodes of

�
) and let

��®
denote

the network graph after the selected  ©	¤� nodes (and incident
edges) are removed from

�
. Also, let ¡ ® N ¢PRQ ® �$¢P ® denote the9 ® £¯< ®

system of flow-conservation equations for
� ®

. Finally,°�® � < ® 	¯¦(§�9x  � ¡ ® !
denotes the minimum number of link vari-

ables that need to be (directly) specified so that the remainder
network graph

�8®
is fully covered (i.e., the flow-conservation

system for
�"®

becomes solvable). Our greedy algorithm for
Weak VC, termed GREEDYRANK, selects at each step the node%

that results in the maximum possible reduction in the minimum
number of link variables required to make the flow-conservation
equations solvable. That is, we select the node that maximizes
the difference

°A® 	 °�®i± &
. More formally, if we let ¡ ® 	 #�%²0

denote the
� 9 ® 	³� ! £ � < ® 	X> 4-?���%M!)! matrix resulting from the

deletion of the flow-conservation equation for
%

and all its at-
tached link variables from ¡ ®

, then the GREEDYRANK strategy
can be stated as depicted in Figure 2.

Algorithm GREEDYRANK
�A�8!

Input:
�����S�`�6�"!

is the directed network graph comprising9 nodes and < links.
Output: �´� �

a Weak VC of
�

.
1) Let ¡ Nµ¢PRQ � ¢P denote the 9e£�< linear system of flow-

conservation equations for
�

;
2) Set � ��#�0

,   � � , 9 &c� 9 , < &c� < , ¡ &c� ¡ ,
�"&f�¤�

;
3) while

°�® � < ® 	X¦(§�9x  � ¡ ® !·¶  do
4) Set

%�7 ��¸ �
nil and <¹§�º1» 4 >'¼1½��k¾^¿59 �  ;

/* find node
%

that maximizes the reduction in the
required number of variables */

5) for each node
%

in
�"®

do
6) À ®O��%M!`� ° ® 	 � < ® 	e> 4-?@�A%B! 	e¦(§�9x  � ¡ ® 	 #�%²0(!)!
7) if À ®B��%M!Á¶ <¹§�º\» 4 >'¼1½i�k¾k¿59 then
8) Set

% 7 ��¸ ��%
and <¹§�º1» 4 >'¼1½��k¾^¿59 � À ®M�A%B! ;

9) Set � � �¹Â #�% 7 �i¸ 0'� ¡ ®i± & � ¡ ® 	 #�% 7 ��¸ 0 ,� ®i± &Ã��� ® 	 #-%+7 �i¸ 0 , 9 ®i± &f� 9 ® 	Ä� ,< ®i± &f� < ® 	E> 4-?���%+7 �i¸ ! , and   �  ¯ÅÆ� ;

Fig. 2. Finding a Near-Optimal Weak Vertex Cover.

The following theorem bounds the worst-case behavior of our
GREEDYRANK algorithm.

Theorem III.2:Algorithm GREEDYRANK returns a solution to
the Weak VC problem that is guaranteed to be within a factor of�ÁÅÇÉÈ � <=	X¦(§�9x  � ¡ !)!

of the optimal solution, where ¡ is the
coefficient matrix of the 9 flow-conservation equations in

�
.

Time Complexity. GREEDYRANK requires repeated matrix-
rank computations in order to determine the “locally-optimal”
node to place in the cover at each step. However, as we show
in the full version of this paper [18], the specific form of the co-
efficient matrix ¡ allows us to reduce matrix-rank computation
to a simple search for (undirected) connected components in

�
,

which can be performed in � ��Ê©Ë(Ì�# 9 � < 05!
time. Consequently,

the worst-case running time of our GREEDYRANK algorithm
can be shown to be only � � 9 * N ÊÍË+Ì@# 9 � < 05!

.

B.2 Exploiting Knowledge of Network Flows

So far, our Weak VC formulation makes use of the law of
flow conservation on each router but it does not exploit knowl-
edge of traffic flows in the network when trying to estimate
link-bandwidth usage. This flow information essentially con-
sists of the paths along which packets get routed in the network
and can be computed using routing protocol control information
(e.g., the link-state database in OSPF or label switched paths in
MPLS). In this section, we demonstrate how knowledge of the
traffic flows in our directed network graph

�
can be exploited

in conjunction with flow conservation to further reduce the re-
quired SNMP overhead for monitoring link bandwidth.

Consider a router
%

in
�

and let
� � , }f� denote the (sub)sets

of links incident on
%

and packet flows routed through
%
, re-

spectively. We can always uniquely partition
� � into a maximal

collection of   ��%M!e¨ � subsets
� &� �-,.,.,-�6� ®5Î �iÏ� such that each

flow ~ C }f� only involves (a pair of) links in a single subset� H� , for some ¾ . We say that such a partitioning of the links in�
satisfies the non-overlapping flow property. An example of

this flow-based link partitioning (with   �A%B!·� � ) for a node
%

is
depicted in Figure 3. (In the worst case   ��%M!·� � , i.e., a node’s
links cannot be partitioned into non-overlapping flows and, thus,
they all belong to the same partition.) The key observation here
is that the law of flow conservation in fact holds for each indi-
vidual link partition

� H� , ¾ � � �-,.,.,-�   �A%B! ; thus, node
%

can be
marked as covered as long as

: � H� : 	Í� links in
� H� are covered for

each ¾ � � �.,-,.,��   ��%M! . This essentially means that we can infer
the link-bandwidth utilization on each link incident to

%
based

on knowing the bandwidth usage on only
: � � : 	X  �A%B! links of

%
(   ��%M!·¨ � ). (Note, of course, that these

: � � : 	"  ��%M!
links have to

satisfy the condition outlined above; that is, only one link may
be left unspecified in each partition

� H� , ¾ � � �.,-,.,-�   �A%B! .) As an
example, knowing the bandwidth usage on the three outgoing
links in Figure 3 is sufficient to infer the bandwidth load on the
two incoming links. This leads us to a generalized formulation
of our Weak VC problem.

F1

F3

2F

E1v

v2Ev
Fig. 3. Partitioning g ’s edges into Ð W g _�UDÑ

partitions (
] uw and

] vw ) satisfying
the non-overlapping flow property.

Definition III.2: [Partitioned Weak Vertex Cover] Given a
directed network graph

�
and a partitioning of the links in

�
that satisfies the non-overlapping flow property, we define a set� of nodes to be a Partitioned Weak VC of G if after initially
marking each node in � as covered, it is possible to mark every
node in

�
by iteratively performing the following three steps:

(1) Mark every link in
�

that is incident on a covered node as
covered; (2) For any node

%
in

�
, if in any link partition

� H�
( ¾ � � �-,.,.,.�   �A%B! ) there are

: � H� : 	�� links marked covered then



mark the remaining link in
� H� as covered; and, (3) For any node%

in
�

, if in every link partition
� H� ( ¾ � � �.,.,-,��   ��%M!

) there are
at least

: � H� : 	$� links marked covered then mark vertex
%

as
covered.

Generating the maximal link partitioning of
� � (for each

%
in

�
) that satisfies the non-overlapping flow property is fairly

straightforward. The idea is to start by placing each link in
its own partition and iteratively “merge” partitions that share
flows [18]. Based on the law of flow conservation for each link
partition, it is easy to see that, activating SNMP agents on a Par-
titioned Weak VC for

�
is sufficient to derive the bandwidth us-

age on every link in the network graph. Thus, given traffic-flow
information in the network, our low-overhead link-bandwidth
monitoring problem becomes equivalent to determining a mini-
mum Partitioned Weak VC for

�
. This problem is clearly ��� -

hard (a generalization of Weak VC); however, a version of our
GREEDYRANK algorithm can be used to give a fast approximate
solution with a guaranteed logarithmic worst-case performance
bound. (Note that, for Partitioned Weak VC, removing a node%

from the linear system of flow-conservation equations means
that all   ��%M! equations corresponding to

%
are removed.) Due to

lack of space, the full details can be found in [18].
Theorem III.3:For the Partitioned Weak VC problem, algo-

rithm GREEDYRANK runs in time � � 9 * N Ê©Ë(Ì@# 9 � < 0(!
and

returns a solution that is guaranteed to be within a factor of�ÁÅÇÉÈ � <=	X¦(§�9x  � ¡ !)!
of the optimal solution, where ¡ is the

coefficient matrix of the Ò �   �A%B! flow-conservation equations
in

�
.

B.3 Extension to Undirected Network Graphs

Our discussion of link-bandwidth monitoring has so far fo-
cused on the case of a directed network graph model

�
, where

packet traffic on each physical link is uni-directional and known
beforehand. In general, physical network links are bi-directional
with data packets flowing both to and from routers on the same
link. We now briefly describe how our results and algorithmic
techniques extend to this more general and realistic scenario of
an undirected network graph model.

The basic idea is to “expand” the network graph
�

into a di-
rected graph

�8Ó
by modeling each bi-directional physical link

in
�

as two directed edges (in opposing directions) in
��Ó

, thus
capturing both directions of packet flow for each link. Of course,
one (or both) of the directed edges for a link can be left out of
the model if we know that it is not being used for actual traffic in
the network, e.g., based on the knowledge of traffic flows. The
flow-conservation law (Equation (1)) then holds for each router
in

� Ó
and its directed in- and out-links created in this manner.

Thus, our solutions for Weak VC and Partitioned Weak VC can
be directly applied on this “expanded” directed network graph� Ó

. More details can be found in [18].

C. Monitoring Flow-Bandwidth Utilization

Consider the (undirected) network graph
�

with a set of
packet flows } �Ô# ~ & � ~ * �-,.,.,Õ0

routed through its nodes. En-
abling RMON or NetFlow on a router

%
of

�
enables the band-

width utilization for the set }�� of all flows routed through
%

to
be measured, i.e.,

%
directly covers all the flows in }Ã� . It is

straightforward to see that the problem of determining a mini-
mum subset of RMON/NetFlow-enabled routers such that every
flow in } is directly covered is essentially an instance of the

��� -hard Set Cover problem [15]. Thus, a greedy Set-Cover
heuristic can be used to return an approximate solution that is
guaranteed to be within �ÁÅÇÉÈ : } :

of the optimal in � � 9 N : } : !
time [18].
Exploiting Link Bandwidth Information for Covering
Flows. The performance overhead imposed by tools like RMON
or NetFlow on routers and network traffic is typically signifi-
cantly higher than that of SNMP, mainly due to their much finer
granularity of data collection. The problem, of course, is that
SNMP agents cannot collect and provide traffic data at the re-
quired granularity of packet flows – only aggregate information
on link-bandwidth utilization can be obtained through SNMP.

The crucial observation here is that knowledge of aggregate
link bandwidths (obtained via SNMP) provides us with a system
of per-link linear equations on the unknown flow-bandwidth uti-
lizations that can be exploited to significantly reduce the num-
ber of RMON/NetFlow probes required for monitoring flow-
bandwidth usage. (Each such equation basically states that the
aggregate link bandwidth is equal to the sum of the bandwidth
utilizations of the flows traversing that link [18].) The resulting
problem is similar to Weak VC, except that we are interested in
a minimum subset � of routers such that determining the band-
width utilization of flows passing through routers in � renders
the system of per-link equations solvable. The following the-
orem establishes the intractability of this optimization problem
and the near-optimality of our general GREEDYRANK strategy.
Due to lack of space, the full details can be found in [18].

Theorem III.1: Given knowledge of the aggregate link-
bandwidth utilizations in

�
, the problem of determining a min-

imum subset � of routers such that enabling RMON/NetFlow
on every

%�C � allows the determination of the flow-bandwidth
utilizations for every flow in } is ��� -hard. Further, an ap-
propriately modified version of our GREEDYRANK strategy re-
turns a solution to this problem that is guaranteed to be within
a factor of �cÅ´ÇÕÈ �6: } : 	e¦(§�9x  � ¡ !)!

of the optimal, where ¡ is
the <Ö£ : } :

coefficient matrix of the per-link flow-bandwidth
equations in

�
. This approximation factor is the best possible

(assuming × G� ��� ).

IV. MONITORING NETWORK LATENCY

We next turn our attention to the problem of measuring round-
trip latencies for a set of network paths � in the (undirected) net-
work graph

�
, where each path is a sequence of adjacent links

in
�

. Such network latency measurements are crucial for pro-
viding QoS guarantees to end applications (e.g., voice over IP),
traffic engineering, ensuring SLA compliance, fault and conges-
tion detection, performance debugging, network operations, and
dynamic replica selection on the Web.

Most previous proposals for measuring round-trip times of
network paths rely on probes, which are simply ICMP echo re-
quest packets. Existing systems typically belong to one of two
categories. The first category includes systems like WIPM [20],
AMP [21] and IDMaps [3] that deploy special measurement
servers at strategic locations in the network. Round-trip times
between each pair of servers are measured using probes, and
these times are subsequently used to approximate the latency
of arbitrary network paths. The measurement server approach,
while popular, suffers from the following two drawbacks. First,
the cost of deploying and managing hundreds of geographically
distributed servers can be significant due to the required hard-



ware and software infrastructure as well as the human resources.
Second, the accuracy of the latency measurements is highly
dependent on the number of measurement servers. With few
servers, it is possible for significant errors to be introduced when
round-trip times between the servers are used to approximate
arbitrary path latencies. The second category of tools for mea-
suring path latencies include pathchar [6] and skitter [22].
Both tools measure the round-trip times for paths originating at
a small set of sources (between one and ten) by sending probes
with increasing TTL values from each source to a large set of
destinations. A shortcoming of these tools is that they can only
measure latencies of a limited set of paths that begin at one of
the sources from which ICMP probes are sent.

In this section, we present our probing-based technique that
alleviates the drawbacks of previous methods. In our approach,
path latencies are measured by transmitting probes from a single
point-of-control (i.e., the NOC). Consequently, since our tech-
nique does not require special instrumentation to be installed in
the network, it is cost-effective and easy to deploy. Further, un-
like existing approaches, our method allows for latencies of an
arbitrary set of network paths � to be measured exactly, and is
thus both accurate and flexible. Our schemes achieve this by
exploiting the ability within IP to explicitly route packets using
either source routing or encapsulation of “IP in IP”. We demon-
strate that, for measuring the latency of a given set of paths� , there exist a wide range of probing strategies that impose
varying amounts of load on the network infrastructure. While
the problem of selecting the optimal set of probes that mini-
mizes the network bandwidth consumed is ��� -hard, we show
that this problem can be mapped to the well-known Facility Lo-
cation Problem (FLP) for which efficient approximation algo-
rithms with guaranteed performance ratios have been proposed
in the literature [16], [23].

A. Overview and Problem Formulation

In our approach for measuring latency, explicitly routed
probes are transmitted along paths originating at the NOC (i.e.,
node

%(F
). (We discuss source routing and IP encapsulation, the

two mechanisms within IP for controlling the path traversed by
a packet in more detail in Section IV-D.) The round-trip latency
of a single path K H is measured by sending the following two
probe packets:

1. The first probe packet is sent from
%+F

to one of the end nodes,
say

% H
, along the shortest path J H between them in

�
. The probe

then returns to
%(F

along the reverse of J H .
2. The second probe packet is sent from

% F
to the other end node% L of K H (via

%+H
) along the path J H N K H . The probe then returns to% F

along the reverse of J H N K H .
The round-trip latency of path K H is computed as the difference
of the round-trip times of the two probes traversing the paths J H
and J H N K H .

In the remainder of this paper, we will represent each probe
by the forward path traversed by it from

%+F
since the return path

is symmetric to the forward path (in the reverse direction). Note
that the first node of each probe is always

%+F
. Also, in this paper,

we will not consider complex probing techniques for measur-
ing latency in which probes follow arbitrary paths which cannot
be decomposed into symmetric forward and reverse path seg-
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Fig. 4. Sets of Probes for Measuring Latency of Paths

ments3.
In order to measure the latency of a set of paths � , we need

to employ a set of probes � such that for each path K H C � , �
contains a pair of probes Ø H

and Ø H
N K H . We refer to Ø H
as the

base probe for K H and to Ø HON K H as the measurement probe for K H .
Further, we refer to probes in � that are not measurement probes
for any path in � as anchor probes and to the last node visited
by an anchor probe as its anchor node.

There are a number of different sets of probes that can be used
to measure the latency of � . One obvious choice for � is the set
that contains, for each path K H C � , the following two probes: J H
and J H�N K H (assuming that

% H
is the end node of K H that is closest

to
%(F

). However, as the following example illustrates, there are a
number of other possibilities for set � , several of which contain
a smaller number of probes and traverse fewer links.

Example IV.1: Consider the network graph shown in Fig-
ure 4(a) containing the set of paths � �Ù# K & � K * � K\Ú 0 , where: K & :Û� �+ ,

: K * :¯�ÝÜ  ,
: K1Ú :Û� �-' ,

: J & :Û�ßÞ  ,
: J * :¯�ªà  ,

and
: J\Ú :�� �+ . The obvious set of probes � &

for measuring
the latency of � is illustrated in Figure 4(a), where the mea-
surement of each path is optimized independently by sending
the base probe to the end node closest to

% F
. This results in a

distinct pair of probes, J H and J H N K H , for each path K H , which
requires a total of

à
probes and � Ü  traversed links. Figure 4(b)

illustrates a different set of probes � *
for measuring � that is

optimal with respect to both the number of probes as well as
the number of traversed links. In � *

, paths K * and K\Ú share the
same base probe J * , and the measurement probe for K * (i.e.,J *8N K * ) also serves as the base probe for K &

. (Note that J * is
the only anchor probe in � *

, whereas � &
contains three distinct

anchor probes ( J & � J * � J\Ú ).) This sharing of probes among paths
reduces the number of probes from

à
to

Ü
. Although both pathsK & and K Ú are measured with longer measurement probes in � *

( J * N K * N K & and J * N K Ú ) than in � &
, this overhead is offset by the

savings due to the sharing of probes in � *
, thereby resulting in

an overall reduction from � Ü  to
Ü�Ü  traversed links.

Ideally, we would prefer a set � of probes that traverses as
few links as possible to measure � . This is because the total
number of links traversed by the probes in � is a good mea-
sure of the additional load that the probes impose on network
links. Minimizing this additional network traffic due to probes
is extremely important, since we need to monitor path latencies
continuously, causing probes to be transmitted frequently (e.g.,
every fifteen minutes). Thus, our efficient latency-monitoring�

One such complex probing technique for measuring the latency of a path o�h
would be to send a pair of probes – the first probe makes a round-trip from g q
to an internal node, say g.á , in o�h ; the second probe travels from g q to one of the
end nodes of o�h via g�á , and then to the other end node of o'h , and finally back togiq via g á .



problem can be formally stated as follows.
Problem Statement [Low-Overhead Path-Latency Monitor-
ing]: Given a set of paths � , compute a set of probes � such that
(1) � measures the latency of � ; that is, for every path K H·C � ,� contains a pair of probes Ø H

and Ø H N K H , and (2) � is opti-
mal; that is, the total number of links traversed by probes in � is
minimum.

In the following subsection, we address the above problem of
computing the optimal set of probes for measuring the latency of
paths in � . We assume that for any pair of paths K H and KOL in � ,K H is not a prefix (or suffix) of KOL . The reason for this assump-
tion will become clear in the next subsection. Note, however,
that this assumption is not restrictive since, if K H is a prefix ofK L � K H N K²â , then K L can be split into two non-overlapping path
segments K H and K\â , and its latency can be computed as the sum
of the latencies of K H and K²â .
B. Computing an Optimal Set of Probes

As illustrated in Example IV.1, a naive approach that adds to� the optimal pair of base and measurement probes for each path
in � considered independently may not result in the optimal set
of probes. This is because (1) measurement probes for multiple
paths can share a common base probe, and (2) the measurement
probe for one path can serve as a base probe for an adjoining
path. Thus, more sophisticated algorithms are needed for com-
puting an optimal solution. Unfortunately, as the following the-
orem states, the problem of computing the optimal set of probes
is ��� -hard even if every path in � is restricted to be a single
link.

Theorem IV.1:Given a graph
�

and a set of paths �äã �
, the

problem of computing the optimal set of probes to measure the
latency of � is ��� -hard.

In the following, we map the problem of computing the opti-
mal set of probes to the Facility Location Problem (FLP). Since
efficient polynomial-time algorithms for approximating the FLP
exist in the literature, these can then be utilized to compute a
near-optimal set of probes.

Before we present our FLP reduction, we develop some addi-
tional notation. For a path Ø H

, we denote by å � Ø H !
and

° � Ø H !
the

first and last node of Ø H
, respectively. Further,

�ÛæD�¬�S�MæO�6�·æ'!
denotes the undirected, distance-weighted graph induced by � ;
thus,

�Mæ"�$# å � K HS!i� ° � K HS!|: K HçC � 0
is the set of all the end nodes

of the paths in � , and
�Áæ³�è#B� å � K HS!�� ° � K H�!)!8: K HÍC � 0

is the
set of edges between the end nodes such that corresponding to
every path in � , there is an edge in

� æ
connecting its two end

nodes. (Note that
� æ

is actually a multigraph, since there may
be multiple edges between a pair of nodes in

� æ
.) Each edge in� æ

is labeled with its corresponding path, say K H , in
�

, and has
an associated weight equal to

: K H : . For a pair of nodes
% H

and
% L

in
� æ

, we denote by À HAé L the shortest path (with respect to the
sum of edge weights) from

%�H
to

% L in
�Ãæ

. Essentially, À HAé L is the
path from

%�H
to

% L in the shortest path tree rooted at
%�H

in
�Ãæ

.
Note that, since every edge in

�Ûæ
corresponds to some path in� , À H�é L can be viewed as a concatenation of paths in � . Finally,

we use
: À H�é L : to denote the sum of edge weights for À HAé L in

�Ãæ
.

We are now in a position to characterize the composition of
sets of probes. A set � of probes for measuring the latency of
paths in � consists of the following two disjoint subsets:
1. A set of anchor probes �ê� (corresponding to anchor nodes� � � �

), and

Algorithm OPTIMALPROBES
�A�Í� � �R� � !

Input:
�$�ë�S�`�6��!

is a network graph.� = A set of paths whose latency is to be measured.� � = A set of anchor nodes.
Output: � 7

= A set of measurement probes that is optimal with
respect to

� � and � .
1) � 7 ��#�0

;
2) for each K H C � do
3) Let

% L CD� � and
%�®�CX# å � K H !i� ° � K H !i0 such that

: JOL N ÀRL é ®M: is
minimum (in case of a tie between nodes

% L and
% â in

� � ,
the node with the smaller index is chosen);

4) � 7 � � 7 Â # JML N ÀiL é ® N K H 0 ;

Fig. 5. Finding an Optimal Set of Probes for Anchor Nodes
Y+ì

.

2. A set of measurement probes � 7
for measuring the latency

of paths in � .
Since the shortest possible anchor probe in � � corresponding to
each anchor node

%�H�C� � is J H , � � �2# J H|:�%+HfC´� � 0 . In � 7
,

there is a separate measurement probe for each path in � (since
for any pair of paths K H � KML C � , K H cannot be a prefix of KOL ).
Further, every measurement probe in � 7

is a concatenation of
a single anchor probe and one or more paths in � . The shortest
possible measurement probe in � 7

to measure the latency of
path K H has length equal to

ÊÍí È �6�i��î�ï é � ð(��ñ ò Î æ �AÏ é â Î æ ��ÏSó : JOL N ÀRL é ® N K H : .
Here, the minimization over

: J²L N ÀRL é ®O: essentially captures the
shortest possible path from

% F
to one of the end nodes

% ®
of K H

that begins with an anchor probe J L followed by paths in � .
Thus, for a given set of anchor nodes, it is possible to compute
the optimal set of measurement probes � 7

for measuring � .
Algorithm OPTIMALPROBES in Figure 5 computes this optimal
set � 7 for a given

� � and � . The computed set � 7
is optimal

since, for each path K H C � , OPTIMALPROBES adds to � 7
the

measurement probe containing the smallest number of links. In
addition, we can prove that the set �ê�1ÂÃ� 7

measures the latency
of all paths in � . For this, we need to show that, for every pathK H , the base probe JOL N ÀRL é ® is either in �ô� or is added to � 7

. IfÀ L é ® �öõ
, then the base probe J L is in � � . Otherwise, if K\â is

the final path in À L é ® , then J L N À L é ® is the measurement probe forK²â with the smallest number of links and is thus added to � 7
.

Thus, the set of probes � � ÂV� 7 measures the latency of � .
Theorem IV.2:Given a set of anchor nodes

� � and paths � ,
Algorithm OPTIMALPROBES computes an optimal set of mea-
surement probes � 7

such that �x�|Â�� 7 measures the latency of� .
From Theorem IV.2, it follows that for a given set of anchor

nodes
� � , the set � � �x�8Â¥� 7

is the optimal set of probes
for measuring � among sets for which �ê� is the set of anchor
probes. Further, the number of links traversed by � is:�

� � ��î ï
: JML : Å

�
æ � ��÷

Êøí È� � ��î ï é � ð ��ñ ò Î æ � Ï é â Î æ � ÏSó : JML N ÀiL é ® N K H :ù, (2)

Thus, if
� � is a set of anchor nodes for an optimal set of probes,

then �x�¯Â³� 7 (where � 7 is computed by OPTIMALPROBES)
is an optimal set of probes for measuring � ; that is, �ê�úÂE� 7
minimizes the value of Equation (2). As a result, we have trans-
formed the problem of computing the optimal set of probes to
that of computing a set of anchor nodes

� � that minimizes Equa-



tion (2). Once
� � is known, algorithm OPTIMALPROBES can be

used to compute the measurement probes � 7
such that �x�xÂ�� 7

is the optimal set of probes.
The above minimization problem maps naturally to the Facil-

ity Location Problem (FLP) [16], [23]. The FLP is formulated
as follows: Let û be a set of clients and ü be a set of facili-
ties such that each facility “serves” every client. There is a cost½ �Éý�! of “choosing” a facility

ýÄC ü and a cost > �Õý'� ¾ ! of serv-
ing client ¾ C û by facility

ý�C ü . The problem definition
asks to choose a subset of facilities ~þ�Ôü such that the sum
of costs of the chosen facilities plus the sum of costs of serving
every client by its closest chosen facility is minimized; that is,ÊÍí È1ÿ���� # Ò L�� ÿ ½ �ÕýB! Å´Ò H ��� Êøí È L�� ÿ©> �Õý'� ¾ !i0',

The problem of computing the set of anchor nodes
� � that

minimizes Equation (2) can be mapped to FLP as follows: Let û
be the set of paths � and ü be the set of candidate anchor nodes� æ

. The cost of choosing a facility
ý
, ½ �ÕýB! , is

: J²L : , the length
of the shortest path from

%+F
to

% L . The cost of serving client K H
from facility

% L , > �Éý�� ¾ ! , is
ÊÍí È � ð ��ñ ò Î æ ��Ï é â Î æ �AÏSó #¹: JOL : Å : ÀRL é ®O:�0

which is the sum of the lengths of J²L and the shortest path from% L to one of the end nodes of K H in
� æ

. Thus, the set ~ computed
for the FLP corresponds to our desired optimal set

� � of anchor
nodes.

The FLP is ��� -hard; however, it can be reduced to an in-
stance of the Set Cover problem and then approximated within a
factor of � � Ç��	� : û : !

with a running-time complexity of � �6: û : * N: ü : !
[16]. Thus, we can compute a provably near-optimal set �

of probes for measuring paths in � by first using Hochbaum’s
FLP heuristic [16] to find a near-optimal set of anchor nodes� � (in � �6: � : * N : � æ : !

time), and then running OPTIMALPROBES
to find the optimal set of measurement probes � 7

for
� � . The

set of probes � � � � Â´� 7 is then guaranteed to be within� � Ç
��� : � : !
of the optimal solution for measuring � [18].

C. Minimizing the Number of Probes

Suppose that instead of minimizing the number of traversed
links, we are interested in computing the set � with the min-
imum number of probes. In this case, it is possible to com-
pute the optimal set of probes by invoking algorithm OPTIMAL-
PROBES with the set of paths � whose latency is to be measured
and the set

� � that contains one (arbitrary) node from each con-
nected component in

�úæ
. The final set � � � � ÂX� 7 contains

one anchor probe per connected component in
�Ûæ

and one mea-
surement probe per path, which is optimal with respect to the
number of probes.

D. Implementation Issues

Our approach for measuring latency is highly dependent on
being able to explicitly route probe packets along specific paths.
Loose source routing and encapsulation of IP in IP are two
mechanisms for controlling routes followed by packets. We pre-
fer encapsulation over loose source routing due to the following
reasons [24]. First, Internet routers exhibit performance prob-
lems when forwarding packets that contain IP options, includ-
ing the IP source routing option. Second, the source routing
option is frequently disabled on Internet routers due to security
problems associated with its use. Finally, IP allows for at most
40 bytes of options, which restricts the number of IP addresses
through which a packet can be routed using source routing to be
no more than 10.

While encapsulation addresses some of the problems with
source routing, unwrapping the header in encapsulated packets
still incurs overhead at routers and encapsulated packets are typ-
ically larger than source routed packets. Both processing over-
head and packet sizes can be reduced significantly by using as
few headers as possible in each probe packet. We can achieve
this by splitting the path for a probe packet into maximal disjoint
path segments, such that each path segment is consistent with
the route computed by the underlying routing protocol (e.g.,
OSPF). Then the probe packet can be routed along the path by
using one header per path segment that contains the IP address
of the endpoint of the segment that is not shared with the pre-
vious segment. Note that the final measured round-trip times
must be adjusted to account for the overhead of processing the
encapsulated packets at intermediate routers.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results comparing the
performance of the various algorithms that we have devel-
oped for both the link-bandwidth and path-latency measurement
problems. The main objective of the simulation results is to
demonstrate that our proposed algorithmic solutions are not only
theoretically sound with good guaranteed worst-case bounds but
they also give significant benefits over naive solutions in prac-
tice (i.e., on the average) for a wide variety of realistic network
topologies. The simulations are based on network topologies
generated using the Waxman Model [17], which is a popular
topology model for networking research (e.g., [4]). Different
network topologies are generated by varying three parameters:
(1) 9 , the number of nodes in the network graph; (2) Ø , a pa-
rameter that controls the density of short edges in the network;
and (3) J , a parameter that controls the average node degree.

A. Bandwidth Measurement

For the link-bandwidth measurement problem, we compare
the performance of three algorithms: the maximal matching
heuristic for simple VC (Sec. III-A), and two algorithms based
on our Weak VC formulation – a variant of the maximal match-
ing heuristic and our GREEDYRANK algorithm (Sec. III-B.1).
Our maximal matching variant for Weak VC basically ensures
that all transitively-specified edges (based on flow conservation)
are eliminated from

�
whenever a new edge enters the match-

ing. The comparison is in terms of the number of nodes that
need to run SNMP in order to measure the bandwidth of each
link in the generated network graphs4. We denote the number
of SNMP activations for these algorithms by � ���7 �R�A�� , ��� ���7 �R�A�� ,
and ��� ���� � / ® , respectively.

Table II presents one set of simulation results; we have ob-
tained similar results for other parameter settings. The first col-
umn in the table represents the average degree of the nodes in
the generated network graph (which increases with larger val-
ues of J ). Our results indicate that GREEDYRANK is the clear
winner, reducing the number of SNMP activations by as much
as 67% over the naive,“brute-force” approach, and as much as
35% over its closest matching-based competitor.

�
For the bandwidth measurement simulations, each undirected graph gener-

ated by the Waxman model is converted into a directed graph by randomly fixing
the direction of each of its edges.



Avg. Degree �
w��
� ì�� �� ���

w��
� ì�� �� ���

w��
� ì�� á ���

w��
� ì�� áa

4.4 387 255 165 0.33
8.6 441 372 254 0.51

12.6 453 408 307 0.61
16.9 466 431 334 0.67

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF LINK-BANDWIDTH MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS,a U������

,  U!��l "
,
p$# � ��l �iÑ�[)lml6lm[%��l ��& �

.B. Latency Measurement

For the latency measurement simulations, we compare the
performance of two algorithms: the naive approach, where
the optimal probes are computed independently for each path
(Sec. IV-A), and our FLP-based approach (Sec. IV-B). We com-
pare the performance of these algorithms in terms of both the
total number of links traversed by the probe packets, denoted by' ¸ , as well as the number of probe packets transmitted, denoted
by �ê¸ , where º Ce# 9ô§�¾ %�4�� å ° K 0

.
For each network graph generated using the Waxman model,

a random set of �+ paths (each with between � and �- links) are
considered. We vary the “topology” of the set of generated paths
using a parameter 9)( , which represents the number of end nodes
that serve as starting points for the 20 generated paths. Thus, a
smaller value of 9*( means that more paths are terminated by the
same end node. The node representing the NOC is a randomly
selected node that is not incident on any of the paths.

Table II presents one set of simulation results; we have ob-
served similar trends for other parameter settings. The results
indicate that our FLP-based heuristic is more effective than the
naive approach in terms of both the total number of links tra-
versed as well as the total number of probe packets transmitted.

a � +,�-ì h w6y +�-�. / +�-�. /
+,�.ì h w6y � �-ì h w y � -�. / � -�. /� �.ì h w6y

2 684 542 0.79 37 22 0.59
4 672 560 0.83 37 24 0.65
8 678 594 0.88 38 28 0.74

16 680 628 0.92 39 32 0.82
TABLE III

COMPARISON OF LATENCY MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS, a U102�����
,

 U3��l Ñ
,
p U3��l �iÑ

.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of efficiently
monitoring bandwidth utilization and path latencies in IP net-
works. Unlike earlier approaches, our measurement architecture
assumes a single point-of-control in the network (correspond-
ing to the NOC) that is responsible for gathering bandwidth and
latency information using widely-deployed management tools,
like SNMP, RMON/NetFlow, and explicitly-routed IP probes.
We have demonstrated that our measurement model gives rise
to new optimization problems, most of which prove to be ��� -
hard. We have also developed novel approximation algorithms
for these optimization problems and proved guaranteed upper
bounds on their worst-case performance. Finally, we have ver-
ified the effectiveness of our monitoring algorithms through a
preliminary simulation evaluation.

Although this paper has focused on a single point-of-control
measurement architecture, our approach is also readily appli-
cable to a distributed-monitoring setting, where a number of
NOCs/“monitoring boxes” have been distributed over a large

network area with each NOC responsible for monitoring a
smaller region of the network. Our algorithms can then be used
to minimize the monitoring overhead within each individual re-
gion. The problem of optimal distribution and placement of
NOCs across a large network can be formulated as a variant
of the well-known “k-center problem” (with an appropriately-
defined distance function) [4].
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